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It may not appear that record-setting from this shortened week’s S&P 500 chart above (10-minute bars), but I was around my 
son’s age the last time the S&P 500 had a week like this. That was way back when I was sitting in my parent’s car wondering 
why in the world we had to wait in such a long line for gas. That’s right the S&P 500 just had its best week since 1974 and 
finished up about 12%. 
 
As a reminder 3D’s systems use multiple markets and asset classes around the globe to indentify the price action in the S&P 
500. I refer to it as the global relay race and just as there were clues for the market’s descent in the first quarter of 2020 
there were also signs for this week’s rally.  Some of our weekly updates provide insight into 3D’s systems and the markets we 
use to identify and forecast the direction of the S&P 500. I also provide insight on our Bloomberg TV appearances. By way of 
example below are excerpts from our last two weekly updates and Bloomberg TV appearances.  Please feel free to contact us 
with specific questions or you can visit our website which has all our weekly updates and Bloomberg TV appearances.  
 

• 3D Weekly Update - April 3, 2020:  
Sets up for the S&P 500 to move higher - The S&P 500 finishes the following week +12% 

  

• 3D Weekly Update - March 27, 2020:  
S&P 500 remains vulnerable to the downside - The S&P 500 finishes the following week -1.5% 

 

• Bloomberg TV Appearance - March 4, 2020:  
S&P 500 price action reminds me of 2008 - The S&P 500 drops -30% in the following 13 days. 

 

• Bloomberg TV Appearance - December 12, 2019:   
I’m concerned that recent activity in the VIX and SP 500 is similar to January of 2018 - The following quarter the 
S&P 500 enters a bear market and finishes Q1 2020 -20%. 

 
This week’s S&P 500 rally now caps off a 29% rally in the last 14 days. Even more remarkable is that this follows a -30% 
decline in 13 days.  I want to acknowledge that although I’m talking about percentages, charts and showing graphs I know it’s 
so much more than that. Watching these market swings and fluctuations in your statements is gut-wrenching. You don’t have 
to go farther than your own home to see and feel the correlation between your financial health, your psyche and how it 
affects you and your entire family. I was speaking with my neighbor about the market a few weeks ago and I shared that 
conversation in this LinkedIn video (link). 
 
 

https://www.linkedin.com/posts/eric-dugan-3b703ba_investing-stockmarket-capital-activity-6644367951766056960-9_KK
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The recent market volatility and Q1 2020 decline in the S&P 500 is why I started 3D Capital Management and that is to 
protect stock market investors. Since 2008 the 3D Capital Management investment objective has always been to consistently 
profit and outperform the S&P 500 when the S&P 500 is down on the month. That translates into generating positive 
uncorrelated returns to the stock market.  
 
It is with great pride I can share we have achieved our objective during the longest bull market and fastest bear market in 
history. How has our 3D Defender program achieved its investment objective and outperformed the S&P 500?  We did it 
using the E-Mini SP 500 futures contract and by managing the risk every day because everyday matters. We have all heard 
that the stock market goes up overtime. The question is what time? Thankfully Bespoke and the NY times published this 
fascinating chart back in 2018 which provides the answer.  
 

 
 
Simply translated from 1993 through Jan 2018 if you only owned the S&P 500 outside regular hours and “overnight” you would be up 
roughly 600% and if you only owned it during regular hours and “intraday” you would be negative. More simply put the market historically 
goes up overnight and down during the day. This is why our 3D Defender short bias S&P 500 program shorts the market during the day and 
does not carry positions overnight. 2018 was a perfect example of this which can be seen below. The second bar chart through April 3, 2020 
shows the S&P 500 has done exactly the opposite (thus far). I’ve included 3D Defender performance for both time periods. 
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This chart shows why we believe the E-mini SP 500 futures contract is the best vehicle to lower the overall volatility of your equity portfolio, 
manage equity market risk, and diversify your equity portfolio.  

 

 
 
Yes, the S&P 500 is -14% YTD, but it has bounced +29% in the last 14 days, is +11% higher than 2018 and is +320% higher than the March 
2009 low. The following longer-term monthly S&P 500 chart reminds us that the stock market will move up and down forever and that it is 
prudent to be prepared. 

 

 
 
The S&P 500 finished this week up around +12%. Our intraday short bias 3D Defender program finished the week -0.04% (25% funded and 
gross of fees). 
 
The April 9th -14% descent in Crude Oil and recent -2% slide in Copper now means the S&P 500 is vulnerable to the downside (need 
confirmation). This vulnerability is especially interesting given the S&P 500 has now recovered 50% of its recent drawdown. If you have any 
questions about the information herein, would like to learn more about the E-mini SP 500 futures contract or how we can help you diversify 
and protect your equity portfolio I encourage you to reach out and begin a dialogue. We are here to help. 
 
Thank for your participation and interest in 3D Defender. 
 
Have a nice holiday weekend and best wishes and health to you and your families. 


